During the AFM nanomanipulation, the uncertainty of AFM tip morphology and its location seriously affect the reliability of the nanomanipulation results. In response to this problem, we first estimate the tip morphology and reconstruct the scanned image. Based on this, the position and orientation of the interaction between AFM tip morphology and nanoparticle morphology are calculated. The simulation results show that the effect of the tip on the nanoparticle depends on the angle between the direction of the tip's pushing direction and its actual force. The smaller the angle is, the more effective the distance is. Due to the can't be guaranteed, resulting in unstable results. Therefore, this study refers to the macro robot positioning strategy, using local scanning method to improve the positioning accuracy of the tip relative to the nanoparticles. According to the table of the tip pushing position and the deviation angle , the tip pushing position is compensated, which ensures that the deviation angle is minimum. Finally, the experimental results of constructing nanostructures verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. This is of great importance to the application of AFM nanomanipulation in Mems / Nems device assembly.
INTRODUCTION
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) taking advantages of its high resolution, high precision and low requirements to the environment, is considered as one of the most promising method for manipulation at nanoscale [1] [2] . It has been widely used in many fields of research, such as life sciences field [3] [4] [5] , information and communication field [6] [7] [8] , energy technology field [9, 10] , material field [11, 12] and so on. However, since AFM was initially invented for imaging, there were many challenging problems using it for nanomanipulation, ranging from thermal drift control to realtime feedback. These problems lead the efficient of AFM operation is lower and make it difficult to complete complex nanomanipulation tasks. Researchers have suggested many method to resolve the problems. In order to improve the precision positioning the creep and hysteresis characters of the AFM piezoelectric scanner are researched [13, 14] . Some This research work is partially supported by the basic research projects of Liaoning higher education institutions (project Codes: LJZ2017046 and LJZ2017020). researchers have carried out nano-object modeling, simulation and operation reseach [15, 16] . Different nanomanipulation strategies are proposed to achieve stable manipulation and improve the operational efficiency, such as sequential parallel pushing [17] , automated manipulation [18] , nano-hand strategy [19] . These research have resolved some problems of nanomanipulation in a certain extent, but other problems such as the uncertain problems of AFM tip should be considered.
There are two main uncertainties of AFM tip, one is the uncertainty of the tip morphology and the other is the uncertainty of the tip positioning. Most commercial AFM in use today only has one sharp tip as the end-effector, and can only apply a point force to the nano-object during manipulation. The tip morphology will affect the location of the action point and the action direction. The uncertainty of tip positioning will make the actual direction is differ from the set one. In this paper, the mathematical morphology method is used to estimate the tip morphology and the particle morphology can be reconstructed. According to the reconstruction result the action plane between the tip and the particle is configured. The influence of the action point to the actual action direction is analyzed. According to the principle: the angle between the pushing direction and the actual action direction is smaller and then the effect of the manipulation is better, the compensation information of the AFM tip can be obtained. The uncertainty of the tip positioning can be calibrated using local scan strategy and the compensation information under different offset position in 8 directions can be obtained. The compensation information is used to adjust the parameters of the manipulation and then the problems which is caused by the uncertainty of the AFM tip can be resolved. The simulation and the experimental results verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
II. ESTIMATION OF TIP MORPHOLOGY AND ACTUAL ACATION DIRECTION
During the nanomanipulation, the AFM tip will exert point contact force on the nanoparticle, so the position of the contact point is important and it can affect the manipulation result. The contact point position is determined by the tip position and the tip morphology. The tip morphology can be estimated using mathematical morphology method, then the nanoparticle profile is reconstruction. According to the reconstructed image, the position of the contact point is analyzed when the tip is at different positions, then the angle between the pushing direction and the actual action direction can be calculated.
A. Estimation of the Tip Morphology
When AFM tip scans the nanoparticle it contacts the particle surface and gets the height information. The height information at the center of the AFM tip identifies the image height information at the corresponding location of the sample. But there are more than one contact points between the tip and the particle, only when the tip apex contacts the sample surface the image is not distortion. The mathematical morphology method can be used to estimate the AFM tip morphology based on regular polystyrene nanoparticle and the particle image can be restructured by the estimated tip morphology. The procedure can be represented by the dilation operation and the erosion operation respectively, as shown in Fig.1 . Fig.1(a) , the sample nanoparticle is a regular spherical and the AFM tip is irregular. The tip scans the particle and gets the final scanned line. The tip morphology is defined by "tip" and the particle morphology is defined by "C tip". The Fig.1(a) is the diagram of the dilation operation, the scanning image estimated by the convolution effect between the actual sample morphology and the reflection of tip morphology can be obtained by the following equations.
I S P
(1) Equation (1) can be expressed as follow:
where i is the scanning image, s is the particle morphology, p is the tip reflection, (u, v) is the transfer vector and (x, y) is the measured point in the scanning image.
The object of the tip modeling is the tip reflection morphology -T, so -T can replace P in (1) representing the real tip reflection morphology, that means:
Equation (3) can be expressed ( , ) 
is the corresponding point position in the particle surface of the measured point in the scanning image, t represents the tip morphology.
In the dilation operation process the scanning image can be obtained and the particle morphology is known, so the tip morphology can be estimated. The estimation process can be described by the erosion operation. The tip morphology represented by blue line is estimated by using a known regular particle to scan the image acquired from the dilation operation, that means the C tip be used to scan the tip, as shown in Fig.1(b) .
According to the erosion algorithm, the tip morphology can be estimated by following equation:
where I c is the complement of the scanning image I, it represents the area above the final scanning line.
The reconstruction result of the tip morphology using the erosion operation can be calculated by following equation:
where ' t is the reconstructed tip morphology. Fig.2 is the experimental results of the tip morphology reconstruction using the mathematical morphology method. In order to get the accurate tip morphology, four different diameters particles are used as the samples. Fig.2 (a)(b) are the AFM images of the particles with the 200nm and 460nm diameters respectively. Fig.2 (c) is shown the estimated results of the tip morphology using 92nm, 198nm, 462nm and 697nm diameters particles. Intersecting the four estimation results, the lower limit estimation of the AFM tip can be shown in Fig.2(d) . After the tip morphology is obtained, the scanning image of the particle can be reconstructed, then the contact point between the tip and the particle can be estimated, as shown in Fig.2 
B. Estimation of the Actual Action Direction
The tip morphology and its shape will affect the result of the nanomanipulation. When the AFM tip pushes the nanoparticle, the diagram between the actual direction of the force and the setting pushing direction is shown in Fig.3(a) . Due to the uncertainty of the tip positioning, there is offset between the setting pushing direction and the center of the nanoparticle. Because the tip is not a regular cone, there is an angle between the pushing direction and the actual action direction. The contact point position can be determined by calculating the minimum distance between the estimated tip morphology and the construction nanoparticle morphology. The contact plane is configured based on the feature points of the particle surface which are in the neighborhood of the contact point. The actual action direction is the normal direction of the contact plane. Fig.3 (c) ~ (k) are the simulation results with different offsets. The range of the offsets is [-40nm, 40nm] and the interval is 10nm. In each picture the red arrow is the actual action direction when the AFM tip pushes the particle in the vertical direction. Table. 1 is the simulation statistical results of angle under different offset positions. From the results, it can be concluded that the offset is small then the angle is small too, that means the actual action direction is near to the pushing direction and it can obtain better manipulation result. It can be identified by the experiment results as shown in Fig.3(b) . In the experiments, ten nanoparticles are pushed 500nm in vertical direction under different offsets and the pushing results are recorded as the red dots. The blue circle is the mean of the nanoparticle positions based on the red dots. According to the simulation result, when the offset is set 0.01μm the angle is the minimum and the pushing effect is the best. From the experimental results the pushing distance is the longest when the offset is 0.01μm. 
III. TIP POSITIONING BASED ON LOCAL SCAN STRATEGY
As we know, the uncertainties caused by thermal drift, creep, hysteresis and others limit the precision of the tip positioning and then influence the accuracy of the nanomanipulation. These uncertainties cannot be eliminated, but we can improve the accuracy of the tip positioning by local scan strategy.
A. Uncertainty Calibration of Nanoparticle Position
The uncertainty of the nanoparticle position must be calibrated before positioning the AFM tip. The distribution is counted by collecting the same nanoparticle centers repeatedly through scanning image many times, as shown in Fig.4. Fig.4(a) (b) are the AFM images of the same area at different time. In the images, the particle P1 is the reference particle and then the positions of the particles P2~ P4 can be calculated. The distribution characteristics of positional uncertainty can be obtained according to the statistical position data. 
B. Tip Positioning Based on Local Scan
In order to get a high precision AFM image it needs more than 10 minutes to finish scanning a 1.5μm ×1.5μm area. But in the AFM image, only some local area is the operating area then it not needs to scan the whole area. The local scan strategy can be used to complete the information update for the operating space and improve the relative positioning accuracy between the AFM tip and the nanoparticle. Fig.5 is the diagram of the tip positioning method based on local scan strategy. Local scan strategy can finish fast real-time observation of the nanoparticle by two scan lines. The first scan line H is used to finish horizontal scan, then we get two points A 1 and A 2 which are the intersections of the horizontal scan line and the particle boundary. The second scan line V is a vertical line and through the midpoint of A 1 and A 2 . We get another two points B 1 and B 2 which are the intersections of the vertical scan line and the particle boundary. The real center of the particle is the midpoint of B 1 and B 2 . The distance between the AFM tip and the center of nanoparticle can be calculated according to the scan line V, and then the tip is moved to the point S.
The nanoparticle position and the tip position are both uncertainty, but the relative position of them is certain. In the tip positioning method based on the local scan strategy, the particle position can be considered invariable, according to the information of the scan line the tip can be moved to the target point precisely. The local scan strategy can improve the precision of the tip positioning, but the error still exists. The error distribution can be calibrated by experiments. Fig.6 is one of the experimental images. The experimental process is as follow:
Move the AFM tip from the initial position to the horizontal scan line and press a pit as a mark.
Perform the local scan strategy, move the tip to position S press a pit as a mark too. In order to get more statistical samples the above experimental process is repeated 50 times. Taking the particle center as the reference point, then the error distribution of point S can be statistical. According to the statistical results the error distribution of the tip positioning can be considered to obey Gaussian distribution with deviation =5nm.
IV. NANOMANIPULATION BASED ON ESTIMATION OF TIP MORPHOLOGY AND TIP POSITIONING
Based on the tip positioning the influences of the tip morphology to the contact position and the actual action direction need to compensate. When the AFM tip pushes the nanoparticle the pushing direction of the tip is varied in 0~360°. In order to make the deviation angle between the tip pushing direction and the actual action direction is minimum, the action point of the tip pushing needs to adjust. Because the uncertainties of the tip position and the nanoparticle position there is some offset between the set pushing direction and the actual action direction. The line along the set pushing direction and pass the center of the particle is defined as the reference baseline, the offset is varied from -40nm to 40nm near the baseline as shown in Fig.7(a) . The shape of the AFM tip is quadrangular pyramid, so the adjustment of the pushing point is considered in 8 directions S 1~S8 as shown in Fig.7 (b) . Using the method mentioned in section II, we can get the compensation angles under different offset position in 8 directions, as shown as the following table. In the Table 2 , when the offset is -40nm and the pushing direction is S 1 , the angle between the pushing direction and the actual action direction is -15.4°. According to the compensation angle the pushing parameters can be revised and get an accurate manipulation result. Fig.8 is the flow chart based on AFM tip positioning compensation. The process of nanomanipulation based on tip positioning compensation is as follow:
First, scan the sample and then estimate the tip morphology using mathematical morphology method mentioned in section II A.
Estimate the actual action direction by configuring the action plane as mentioned in section II B according to the reconstruction of the particle and the tip morphology.
According to the actual action direction obtain the compensation information by Table 2 .
Determine the nanomanipulation is finished or not.
If the nanomanipulation is not finished then estimate the tip positioning based on local scan method mentioned in section III.
Obtain the tip compensation position according to the actual action direction and the compensation information table of the tip pushing position.
Perform the nanomanipulation and then return to the fourth step.
V. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
In order to verify the effectiveness of the nanomanipulation strategy based on AFM tip positioning compensation, the experiment is performed in this paper. Fig.9 are the AFM images before and after the nanomanipulation, the objects of the manipulation are seven particles. In Fig.9 (a) , the seven particles are disorganized distribution before the manipulation, they are designed to configure a regular heptagon and the blue lines are their operating trajectories. The scan area is 5 m and the pixel resolution is about 20nm, so the error of the pushing and desired position of the nanoparticle is set 40nm. That means when the error is less than 40nm the nanomanipulation is finished. During the manipulation the parameters are adjusted according to the compensation information obtained by the method suggested in this paper. Fig.9 (b) is the experimental result and the designed regular heptagon is configured. During the nanomanipulation there are some uncertain problems of the AFM tip, such as the uncertainty of the tip morphology and the uncertainty of the tip positioning, the problems affect the manipulation result. In order to resolve the problems a tip positioning compensation method is introduced in this paper. The mathematical morphology method can estimate the real morphology of AFM tip, so the action plane between the particle and the tip can be determined. The angle between the pushing direction and the actual action direction can be calculated. The tip positioning uncertainty can be calibrated using local scan strategy. The table of the compensation information under different offset position in 8 directions is established. In the nanomanipulation, firstly the tip morphology and the actual action direction are estimated, then the compensation information can be obtained, thirdly the tip is positioned by observing the nanoparticle using local scan strategy, the parameters of nanomanipulation are adjust by the compensation information, at last the manipulation is performed by the adjust parameters. The results of the simulation and experiment verify the effectiveness of the suggested method. Using this method the uncertain problems of the AFM tip can be resolved and the effective of the nanomanipulation can be improved.
